GUITARCHESTRA- Explanation
This piece isn't synchronized in the usual musical way, there’s no overall beat or pulse but instead its
more of a collage of independent parts overlapping each other.
Its organized by using stopwatches (mobile phones), at the beginning all the players start their
stopwatches together when signaled to and from there each player follows the timings on their
written part which fit together to create the whole.
The piece uses the idea of time brackets, meaning the player gets to choose exactly when they play a
note, so long as its between the start time and the end time written on each bracket. eg.
So this means to play the first chord somewhere between 2’00’’ and
2’15’’ and the second chord somewhere between 2’15’’ and 2’30’’.

If there are more chords in the bracket they are to be played
between the start and ending time in the order written but its up to
each player exactly when. All three chords could be grouped at the
beginning, spread out or all at the end. Its completely up to each
player whether then want to listen to what others are doing and
interact with them or not.
This means to repeat a note or chord lots of time, chugging it out as a
pulse probably best as all down strokes, its up to each player if they
want to try to sync with others

And like before, if there’s more than one note or chord in a bracket, it
means each player decides when to move on to the next one.

The wiggly line and arrow mean to spread the chord (not play all the notes at once)
Starting form the lowest note and moving up. This is up to each perform how much they
want to do this too

The first bracket here has a rest so its of course silent and anything in
between repeat signsand
I is to be repeated lots of times, its up
to the perform how fast they want it to be but it should have a regular
pulse

RIFF 1

-

Choose any riff you want, it should be fairly short, a bar or two.
Original or from a song. Riff 1 should be clean and gets repeated four
times (x 4) The four repeats should take approximately 20 seconds or
so all together

So this means, strum on other side of the nut for a while,
then play riff 1 four times, then back to strumming on
other side of nut

RIFF 2

-

The same idea as riff 1 but this one should be distorted and more
rockin
And here, a few pick slides, then Riff 2 four times and
then chugging out an A power chord

Guitar shop blues-

Blues rock noodling as found in guitar shops everywhere as people
try out guitars. Or just play whatever you’d do to try out a guitar.

So this just means start the bracket with the Guitar shop blues
idea and then finish with repeating the blues riff that’s written.

Sections of each part are marked as either CLEAN or DISTORTED. Clean sections should be reasonably
quiet while distorted should be louder. Everyone should listen to each others volume and try to make
a balance.
The whole piece is really intended to be pretty loose, exact times aren’t that essential so long as
players are pretty much attempting to stick to the structure. A few seconds on either side wont
matter.
As some people will have lower power amps it wont be necessary to bring a Marshall stack if you’ve
got something smaller!!!

If you’ve got any questions please email me at simmit123456789@yahoo.com.au

